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Deep learning has revolutionized the artificial intelligence (AI) landscape by enhancing
machine capabilities to understand data-dependant relationships. On the other hand,
knowledgemay not directly correlate or depend on the data but represents facts that
are true. Combining knowledgewith the data-driven deep learning techniques improves
uponwhat can be learned from data alone, resulting in improved performancewith
reduced training, user-level explainability, modeling uncertainty in deep learning,
achieving context-sensitivity, and better control over the behavior of AI systems such
as to assure the safety or avoid toxic behavior. We refer to the approach of combining
various types of explicit knowledge as knowledge-infused learning (KiL). Knowledge
infusion brings symbolic AI into data-driven AI, giving us a class of neuro-symbolic AI
methods. TheworkonKiL has already developed a suite of context-adaptivealgorithms
that infuses various knowledge into deep learningmethods in variousways, broadly
categorized as a shallow infusion, semi-deep infusion, and deep infusion. This special
issue allows interdisciplinary researchers and practitioners from diverse fields such as
natural language processing, recommender systems, and computer vision to
contribute their research on the infusion of external and expert-curated knowledge in
data-driven learningmethodologies for consistency and robustness in outcomes.

WE need to build “AI that captures how
humans think.” This quote from Gary Mar-
cus is well aligned with Andrew Ng’s quote

that “the importance of Big Data is overhyped, and AI
needs to push for higher levels of machine intelligence,”
and an even earlier statement by Pedro Domingos, that
“Data Alone is Not Enough.”a These statements recog-
nize that recent advances in AI through scaling parame-
ters (millions to billions) have yielded models that
hallucinate when deployed in real-world applications.b

Lee et al. states that gigantic language models or

converstational agents have shortcomings.c For insta-
nce, BlenderBot 1 and BlenderBot 2 have generated fac-
tually incorrect responses, that are often unsafe.
Policymakers and practitioners assert serious usability
and privacy concerns constraining adoption, notably in
high-consequence domains, such as healthcare, crisis
response, scientific discovery, and others.d About 91%
of the companies want data-driven AI models to be
user-level explainable, and interpretable to gather trust
from stakeholders1e

The current era and future of AI, as also recognized
by DARPA, need hybrid models that combine the
respective powers of human knowledge and benefits
of AI in a scalable exploration-exploitation strategy for
explainable decision making. Human knowledge
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represents the first phase of AI comprised of hand-
crafted rules (e.g., Hearst Patterns), which effectively
describe underlying patterns in the data. The explora-
tion-exploitation strategy in AI comes from volumi-
nous training data and massive computational power
that results in success in narrowly defined tasks. How-
ever, data-driven AI models alone are not enough, as
their outcomes are subject to varied interpretations
by different expert stakeholders. This is because the
ground truth datasets constructed by experts require
additional efforts, such as: a) They use their past expe-
rience in the domain for annotation. b) As an extra
pair of eyes, they use web or domain-specific knowl-
edge sources to confirm the quality of labels. c) Expert
annotators, in sensitive domains, prepare annotation
guidelines to create gold standard datasets. These
external pieces of information are not available to
data-driven AI models at the time of training or fine-
tuning, causing them to approximate their learning
behavior and sacrifice consistency and robustness.

Hybrid AI has been of interest for consistent
and robust AI for the past 54 years, starting from
McCarthy and Hayes in 1968, who enumerated some
philosophical problems from the standpoint of AI.
These were:

› How can AI allow reasoning over the estimation,
models and represent world knowledge?

› How canAI capture causality in varied situations?

McCarthy and Hayes emphasized that practical AI
systems require epistemological systems that store
facts about the world and use it to understand and con-
trol decision making of data-driven AI. After that, in
1979, Hofstader discussed the reasons for the question,
“Why is AI far from being intelligent?” by pressing on
human thinking being artistic and beautiful in his book
G€odel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid. Cutting
through AI winter, where methods like teacher forcing
(a part of student-teacher modeling), sequential models
based on human’s ability to learn by utilization of local
knowledge, and convolutional models based on
human’s ability to examine global knowledge were
developed. In 2001, Sheth et al. defined the notion of a
world model and its utility in enhancing search, person-
alization, and user profiling.f This was an early effort that
showcased the efficacy of human-curated knowledge
bases in achieving state-of-the-art results in recom-
mender systems with relatively small-scale and inter-
pretable AI models (e.g., Hidden Markov models).
Further, it introduced a semantic search engine that uti-
lizes knowledge as graphs (referred to then as world

model or ontologies) combining knowledge bases and
statistical classifiers, and enriching content (then called
rich media reference) similar to infobox over a decade
later. In 2006, Turing laureate Leslie Valiant questioned
how machines can acquire and manipulate common
sense knowledge, which is passively which is passively
addressed in Kahneman’s book Thinking, Fast and Slow
to propose stitching System 1 (best modeled as Statisti-
cal AI) and System 2 (Symbolic AI). This was brought out
well by Sheth et al.by stating that “knowledgewill propel
machine understanding of content” and the need for
hybrid AI to braid semantic, cognitive, and perceptual
components in computing (see Figure 1).2 Unlike data-
driven AI, the human brain does not follow a well-
defined script, but rather exploits perception (highly sta-
tistical) and cognition (based on explicit, structured
knowledge) for multifaceted decision-making and com-
munication.g A substantial growth in incorporating
knowledgewith deep learning has pursued.3

Humans are capable of handling information at
various levels of abstraction, which corresponds to dif-
ferent levels of learning. A knowledge-driven approach
in AI should explore stratified knowledge manifested in
various human-curated knowledge sources, general-
purpose or domain-specific, lexical or graph-based to

FIGURE 1. The differences between semantic computing (SC),

cognitive computing (CC), and perceptual computing (PC) are

conceptual. SC provides context to unstructured data that is

required to analyze and integrate observations from the physi-

cal, cyber, and social (PCS) realms. CC uses SC annotations to

interpret observations, andPC looks for observations in the sur-

roundings to acquire relevant data that will help them better

comprehend the world. PC works in a cyclical manner, evaluat-

ing and examining observations in order to tailor background

knowledge to the context and individual of interest.

f[Online]. Available: htt _ps://tinyurl.com/Taalee g[Online]. Available: htt_ps://tinyurl.com/Neurosymbolic-wave
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find connections between facts and observations, yield-
ing outcomes that humans can relate with their under-
standing and reason over the model. This is in essence
the neuro-symbolic AI, and knowledge-infused learning
(KiL) is a class of neuro-symbolic AI technique that
emphasize the use of broader forms of knowledge (lexi-
cal, domain-specific, common sense, and constraint-
based) into addressing limitations of either symbolic or
statistical AI approaches, such asmodel interpretations
and user-level explanations. Compared to powerful sta-
tistical AI that exploits data, KiL benefits from both data
and knowledge.

KiL has seen a continuum of strategies for infusing
knowledge, that have been broadly categorized as shal-
low, semi-deep, and deep infusion. Shallow knowledge
infusion contextualizes the training examples with
expert knowledge to capture meaningful patterns.
Some of the shallow infusion examples include contex-
tual modeling,4 entity normalization,5 and others.h Semi-
deep infusion attempts to embed expert knowledge in
parametric space of the model or guides the model’s
learning process using constraints.6–8 Though, this
method of infusion has yielded significant gains, it falls
short in assisting deep learning models to learn high-
level abstractions through its multiple layers. Deep
knowledge infusion combines the stratified representa-
tion of knowledge at varying abstraction levels to be
transferred in different layers of deep learning models.i

A KiL model could provide user-level explanations by
mapping the tokens in input data to concepts in the
knowledge graph (KG).9 Further, a KiL model is an inter-
pretable procedure whose learning curve can be moni-
tored by either:

› A weighting function that demonstrates the cor-
relation between the tokens in the input and
concepts in knowledge sourcej,

› Or logical constraints that monitor the amount
of knowledge infusion.9

In this article, we briefly discuss three application
areas for KiL that are of interest to knowledge discov-
ery and data mining, natural language processing, and
computer vision communities.

KiL FOR LANGUAGEMODELING
Understanding language is essential for machines
to communicate with humans and achieve trust effec-
tively. Until recently, the focus on improving language
models have been purely on improving statistical

techniques based on word distribution and frequency.
However, symbolic knowledge captured in KGs can
help these language models capture entity-specific
information better (e.g., Word2Vec, Transformer mod-
els, etc.). Further, with knowledge we achieve broader
semantics, including named and taxonomic relation-
ships, synonyms, acronyms, and others, which support
contextualization and abstraction. As a result, the lan-
guage model encoding in the embedding space can be
made richer. For instance, ERNIE10 introduces semi-
deep infusion in BERT using entity information. This
contextualization outperformed prior state-of-the-art
data-driven transformer models on general language
understanding evaluation (GLUE) tasks. We consider
deep infusion of knowledge as a new paradigm that will
significantly advance the capabilities and promises of
deep neural networks.

One inherent advantage of using knowledge in lan-
guage models is that they get the additional information
through entities or KG triples that otherwise require a lot
of data to learn. This knowledgemay not be learned from
statistical data as cleanly as the direct knowledge infu-
sion techniques. Languagemodels treat each word/sub-
word (or token) without much differentiation from each
other. Hence, specific information that an entity or
phrase represents in a sentence is difficult to capture
without such special processes. For example, the entity
“Joe Biden” may not be captured as two words collec-
tively in a languagemodel and hencemiss the important
knowledge that those two words collectively refer to the
US president. Joe Biden will be some common subwords
in BERT, for example. It may get to the point that it repre-
sents a personwhen considering the complete sentence
but will most probably miss all structural information
that the KG will bring in if the model can understand it is
an entity. If such languagemodels are used to facilitate a
conversation with a user, they end up losing the context,
resulting in the generation of factually incorrect respon-
ses.k Furthermore, the conversations that are not con-
text-controlled result in random conversations and
generate sentences that are incoherent and irrelevant
for the user. In a complex domain, such asmental health,
such models can end up generating unsafe questions or
responses that can have a severe consequence on the
user’s health.9

PROCESS KNOWLEDGE IN KiL
Information in KGs can guarantee context capture, but
we need another type of knowledge called “process
knowledge” to ensure that language models do not hal-
lucinate. Hallucinated model generations are unsafe,
incoherent, and irrelevant to the end-user using an

h[Online]. Available: htt_ps://tinyurl.com/semantics-from-blackbox
i[Online]. Available: htt_ps://tinyurl.com/shades-KiL
j[Online]. Available: htt_ps://tinyurl.com/semantic-autoencoder k[Online]. Available: htt_ps://tinyurl.com/hallucination-AI
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application that employs deep neural language models.l

This form of knowledge extend other forms of knowl-
edge, specifically: a) KG: They are structured but not
ordered. KGs can support context capture but cannot
enforce conceptual flow.8 b) Semantic lexicons: They are
flattened form of KG that make deep language models
context sensitive, add constraints, but cannot enforce
conceptual flow.11 c)Ontologies: These are curated sche-
matic forms of KGs having classes, instances, and con-
straints. Thus, ontologies can provide a stricter control
over context and constraints.m Using process knowl-
edge, an ontology can enforce order in question gen-
eration using deep language models and act as an
alternative to process knowledge. For example, Autism
Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) is a diagnostic
tool used by a caregiver to improve clinical evaluation
and guided therapy. In addition, it is often used in schools
having special care facilities for children with autism.
Suppose a robotic system is situated in this setting to
conduct the activities of a human caregiver. In that case,
it needs a set of rules and classes, very much in the form
of ontology, to guide its interaction. Such an ontology is
called process knowledge-inspired ontology. Likewise,
an ontology created using Montreal Cognitive Assess-
ment (MoCA) can support the automation of Aphasia
detectionmethods.

Consider a scenario, where a user asks the follow-
ing question to a typical agent without the process
knowledge: “Can you recommend dishes that are calo-
rie sensitive?” If the agent is augmented with search
and retrieve capabilities using internet, it would accu-
mulate responses to following related questions listed
under people-also-ask questions:

› Are restaurants required to put calories on
menus?

› Are calorie recommendations accurate?
› Should I eat less than my recommended
calories?

› What food can you recommend?

There are two fundamental problems here: (a) The
AI system behind these recommendations is confused
whether “calorie sensitivity” is a positive or negative
concept. (b) The AI system fails to bridge the gap
between dishes and calorie sensitivity. Furthermore, a
response to such a question is dependent on the time
of the day: breakfast, lunch, or dinner. A conversational
agent with process knowledge can generate following
information-seeking type questions:

1) Do you have a preferred cuisine?
2) Do you want to know about low calorie food in

this cuisine for breakfast/lunch/dinner?
3) Do you want me to book reservations for restau-

rants that serve this cuisine?
4) Do you want me to save your preferences?

If the answer to any question is no, then an alter-
nate path in process knowledge is triggered. Here the
process knowledge is the procedure for recommend-
ing and ordering food. Moreover, the agent can benefit
from 2015–2020 Dietary Guidelines for Americansn to
emphasize on overall healthy eating patterns sup-
ported by five food groups: fruits, vegetables, grains,
protein foods, and dairy.

Process knowledge can be used by KiL for
additional capabilities such as preventing conversa-
tional agents from generating sentences that have
severe consequences, such as in mental health-
care (see Figure 2). Another application of process
knowledge supported KiL is in personalized recom-
mendation to enhance user engagement, especially
when they are interacting with conversational agents.

Identifying entities and linking them to KGs (entity
linking) is typically required to enable KiL in language
modeling tasks. However, errors in this step may
transfer into the KiL process. Let us consider an NLP
task of paraphrasing, some of the concerns with
regards to knowledge infusion are as follows:

› Extrapolation or Overgeneralization of the Model
– Sentence: Your mom and dad are toxic

(bold-faced words are target entities for
paraphrasing).

– Paraphrasing without knowledge infusion:
Toxicity is in yourmom and dad.

– Paraphrasing with knowledge infusion: Your
parents are radioactive. (It is intuitive to
replace“mom and dad” with parents, how-
ever, selection of word “radioactive” in place
of ”toxic” is not suitable).

› Disparity
– Sentence: She has her boundaries for a

reason.
– Paraphrasing without knowledge infusion:

She has her borders for a factor.
– Paraphrasing with knowledge infusion: She

has her bound/limits for a purpose/cause.
(Here the knowledge infusion did provide suit-
able words for paraphrasing but is confused in
choosing appropriateword for the sentence).

l[Online]. Available: htt _ps://arxiv.org/pdf/2205.13884.pdf
m[Online]. Available: htt_ps://tinyurl.com/ontology-interpretable-
ML n[Online]. Available: htt_ps://tinyurl.com/dietary-guideline
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Hence, caution in knowledge processing techni-
ques is beneficial; if not, alternative human-in-the-loop
methods should be used to avoid the knowledge infu-
sion step. On the other hand, the vocabulary of a KG is
massive compared to a language model word/token
vocabulary. Hence, efficient retrieval, encoding, and
compression techniques are required for better knowl-
edge infusion.12,13

KiL FOR RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS
Data-driven statistical AI-based techniques have shown
to be effective for recommending the right product, con-
tent, or connecting people to enhance user experience.
These recommendation methods rely on understand-
ing a user and recommend product/content based on
successful recommendations of the past and aim to
develop the recommendation system based on the
interaction data. While such purely data-driven tech-
niques can improve success measures, they often
lack inherent understanding of user and product/

content to recommend, and hence the recommenda-
tions may not be personalized.

Developing and utilizing knowledge bases to aug-
ment the data in recommendations can help progress
toward more personalized recommendations and also
help address one of the intrinsic challenges of rec-
ommendation—cold start recommendations. Several
recent research studies utilize knowledge to comple-
ment the data and provide more enhanced, personal-
ized, and meaningful recommendations.p Organizing
and utilizing the knowledge beyond the available data
has become a promising research area to provide a
better user experience with enhanced recommenda-
tion systems.

KiL FOR COMPUTER VISION
Processing images and videos attempts to givemachines
the capabilities of human-like sense of vision. However,
processing images or video alone has limited contextual
information crucial for the machine to make sense to
humans.2 For example, an image may contain a horse

FIGURE 2. A two-stage pipeline comprises creating process knowledge and its infusion into a deep neural network to identify

which questions can be answered from the user’s input and which questions can be considered as follow-up questions for the

complete assessment.o The construction of process knowledge is manual for quality and safety purposes. Its infusion in the

deep neural network is automated by an interplay of deep language models and an interpretable decision tree algorithm. Note:

Original text modified to ensure anonymity of the user.

o[Online]. Available: htt _ps://tinyurl.com/Posner-CSSRS p[Online]. Available: htt _ps://tinyurl.com/KG-for-recommender
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and a human. Without additional common sense knowl-
edge, it may be difficult for the machine to understand
that humans ride on horses and not the otherway round.

A scene graph is a specific representation technique
used in image processing to understand and reason over
images (and videos using snapshots/frames). This graph
representation is infused with subgraphs extracted from
KGs to enrich the contextual information of images to
improvemachine understanding.14

Further, visual question answering is an emerging
area of interest in the computer vision community.
Using KG to better support QA algorithms are pre-
ferred because of rich knowledge that they can bring.15

IN THIS ISSUE
We present accepted submissions that demonstrate how
knowledge infusion in data-driven AI models can alleviate
four critical limitations: a) context capture, b) handling
uncertainty and risk, c) model interpretability, and (d)
model explainability. Further, the knowledge infusion has
shown improvement in application performance.

The article “Where Does Bias in Common Sense
Knowledge Models Come From?” investigates methods
toquantify the source of bias inCOMET, a common sense
transformer. The novel metrics presented can be consid-
ered as a proxy for measuring bias in large KGs. This
would regulate knowledge infusion in pretrained language
models. The article “Common sense Knowledge Infusion
for Visual Understanding and Reasoning: Approaches,
Challenges, and Applications” provides in-depth review
on knowledge infusion in visual understanding.

An explainable method for question answering is
required when the language models are required to gen-
erate a paragraph-long answer. It is because the gener-
ated paragraph should preserve the context of the
scenario. This article “SR3: Sentence Ranking, Reason-
ing, and Replication for Scenario-Based Essay Question
Answering” shows how background knowledge bases
can inform natural language questions and answer gen-
erations. The next article “Physics-Informed Machine
Learning for Uncertainty Reduction in Time Response
Reconstruction of a Dynamic System” includes inter-
pretable machine learning, which proposes a method to
incorporate a physics-based model to quantify and
remove uncertainty when the model is making predic-
tions in dynamical processes.

Today, knowledge infusion is the driving force
for next-generation neuro-symbolic AI methods and
frameworks. It sees applications in robotics, cognitive
science, self-driving cars, personal assistants, etc.
With the deep infusion, we envision that the AI models
will see a new form of learning, where they will learn
by abstraction and control their learning behavior
using stratified external knowledge. According to

DARPA, the third wave of AI is about contextual adap-
tation and explanations, where explicit knowledge will
have a significant role to play. Moreover, AI will start
learning from many disciplines to realize the future
potential of engaging and assisting humans in various
domain-specific, low resource, and sensitive tasks.
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